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RAE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN ASSOCIATION UPDATE JULY 2022 

Hello Sappers and friends 

It has been a while since our last update. 

We have been active throughout the year and we have included articles on our activities 

and also introduce the new OC of 3 Field Squadron MAJ Martin Stawski. I have also asked 

one of our long term and respected members WO1 Paul Ryan to jot down a few points on 

his military and civilian story.  

ANZAC DAY 

What a great Day! 

In the past the RAE Association has supported the WW2 Sappers in the March. 

Unfortunately, with the passing of the last known WW2 Sapper, Henry Blyth in October 

2021 at 99 years of age. The WW2 banner was retired and presented in trust to 3 Field 

Squadron. Henry belonged to a special generation who are now parading with a higher 

authority.  

This year it was decided that the Association would march under a new banner. We applied 

and gained approval for a Government Grant, and the new banner was proudly marched on 

the parade. 

It was wonderful to see a great turn in for our first year with 39 Sappers marching under the 

new banner. The contingent comprised of a mixture of old and bolds and serving members.  

After the march it was down to Torren’s Parade Ground for a quick drink. The Colonel 

Commandant John Olson kindly invited all Association members to the Naval and Military 

Club for lunch and a few drinks. This included a tour of the historical and prestigious club.  

Some of our younger members took a while to arrive at the club having been diverted to 

other watering holes on route. After the club they were last seen heading for the Union 

Pub!  

Great day had by all! 
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Picture of the of the RAE Association group crossing the Torrens Bridge. 

 

 

After the march, a photo and a rousing rendition of “WE ARE WE ARE”! 

Whilst not compulsory probably because we are such a good-looking bunch of Sappers, it 

would be great for as many as possible to wear the Corps tie and Beret next year. Corps ties 

are available from the Corps Shop at SME or through the Victorian Website at a cost of $25.  

A big thankyou to Paul Williams for making the frame for the Banner.  
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We look forward to more participation next year so spread the word the Engineers are back! 

Sappers Day, AGM and Memorial Service 

Held on Sunday 10 April 2022 the main message from the committee was one of continued 

support for the serving Sappers and continuance of Sappers Day, Annual Awards and ANZAC 

Day. 

The Committee consists of: 

• President   Ken Daly 

• Vice President   Ian (Swampy) Gardner 

• Secretary   Trevor Rainey 

• Treasurer   John Karam 

• Patron    John Olson (Col Commandant) 

• Committee Members   

o Nick Meredith 

o Rob Turner 

o Tony Spruzen  

o Roger Bland 

o Rob Nitschke 

o MAJ Martin Stawski 

o WO2 Nathan Mitchell 

We welcome Neville Pace to the Committee and look forward to working with him, to 

continue to grow the Association. 

 

A picture tells a thousand words, closely supervised Association members constructing a shade shelter on the 

Saturday before Sappers Day. Needed more diggers and less supervisors, frustrating but good fun and 

comradeship. 

Association members who assisted on the day included: Jeff Barratt, Rob Turner, Trevor 

Rainey, John Karam, Rob Prosser, Tony Spruzen, Paul Williams and Dean Alcorn. Apologies if 

I left someone off. 

The work was greatly appreciated. 
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The day could have not been successful without the support and work of; The OC MAJ 

Martin Stawski, 2IC LT Mathew Zovi, SSM Nathan Mitchell, the members of 3 Field Squadron 

and Association members. THANK YOU for your ongoing support.  

 

The memorial and some of the attendees before the commencement of the service.  

The service was attended by some 120 people with some 85+ meals served at the BBQ afterwards. 

3 Field Squadron  

 

The Association welcomes the new OC of 3 Field Squadron and we have asked for a bio 

which follows:  

Major Martin Stawski assumed command of the 3rd Field Squadron on 17 January 2022. 

Major Martin Stawski joined the Army in 2010, graduating from the Royal Military College 

Duntroon in 2012 to the Royal Australian Engineers Corps. His regimental service has been 

with the 4 CER and 22nd Construction Regiment, and following merger in 2013, with 22nd 

Engineer Regiment. In 2017 Maj Stawski relocated to South Australia to serve with 10/27 

Royal South Australia Regiment and from 2018 with 3 Field Squadron. 

His operational experience includes civil-military liaison during 2019 Bushfires and recent 

deployment to 2022 Flood Assist in NSW.   

Major Martin Stawski holds Masters in Electrical Engineering and Diploma of Business 

Management.   In addition to his Army command and leadership roles, he has a significant 

operational and maintenance experience in the Power Industry, managing operations of 

Synergen’s fleet of power stations, and recently being appointed Maintenance Manager for 

AGL Hydro. 
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Martin is married to wife Linh; they have two teenage sons: 14 and 11. In his free time 
Martin enjoys spending time with his family playing sports, camping and bushwalking.  

The Squadron continues its tradition of being a high-performance unit. Some of the Sqn 

members at a recent demolitions weekend are pictured below:     

 

Get to know our members - WO1 Paul (Ryno) Ryan (rtd) 

Ken has asked me for a bit of a story, I think he may have got more than he bargained 

for....LOL....Cheers to all who suffer through reading it........ 
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I was raised on a mixed farming property at Virginia. Dad was a WW1 veteran, his stories of 

his two years in France and Belgium stirred my imagination of army life. I had been in the 

school cadets while boarding at Sacred Heart College, so I decided to dip my toes in the 

water with the army reserve, known  as the Citizen Military Forces (CMF). I went down to 

the Torrens Parade Ground to check out the 10th Battalion, the Adelaide Rifles, at that time 

composed almost entirely of National Servicemen (1st NS).  

Volunteers like myself were rare, and the first officer who saw me grabbed me for his 

mortar platoon. Did the basic mortar course and shortly after, the fortnight annual camp at 

Pt Augusta. Great fun dropping the bombs down the tube, and after 12 months rose to the 

dizzy heights of lance corporal. 

Finally decided I needed to do all this fun stuff full time, so in 1961, took myself to the 

regular army recruiting office in Currie St, I think it was, and signed for a 3-year enlistment 

term. Recruit training at Kapooka followed. I was in a pretty slick platoon; we were selected 

to do a Beat the Retreat ceremony in Wagga and pulled it off to great applause from the 

assembled citizenry. Back to camp we were all pretty pumped, so when the canteen kicked 

us out at 8pm, a bunch of decided we hadn't drunk nearly enough, so we broke camp and 

hiked the Uranquinty pub, some quite a few kilometres away. Had a skin full there, got 

kicked out and headed back to camp, only to be sprung by the vehicle patrolling camp 

piquet. I must have still been thinking quicker that the others, I dived though a fence and 

into a paddock of wheat, stayed low while the rest were loaded into the Ute to spend the 

remainder of the night in the clink.  

Next morning, they were hauled up for punishment by the company OC, but even under 

intense torture, didn't squeal on me. LOL. Interviews with the career advisor convinced me 

that coming off a farm would set me up for the Engineers, was accepted, and then found 

myself with several mates, heading for Casula and the famed School of Military Engineering. 

After the rigid discipline of Kapooka, we found life at the School idyllic, no more folding 

sheets and blankets up into a perfect square, no room inspections, don't even bother to 

make your bed!!  

The FE3 basic engineering course was a breeze, and found myself posted to 1 Field 

Squadron that was co-located at the School, just North of the Monument. Posted to 1 

Troop, met our Troop Sgt, Tom Colbert (Sidevalve, talked out of the corner of his mouth), 

and the SSM, Don (Tubby) Martin, both good blokes. Our first deployment was on the 

shakedown cruise on board the carrier HMAS Sydney, that had just been taken over by the 

army as a troop carrier. 

The Sqns next assignment was into The Blue mountains for road and airfield construction 

and maintenance for Exercise Sky High. My troop was scattered by sections along the route, 
blasting rockfaces and building culverts, all the traditional sapper tasks. It was the middle of 
winter '62, and when we got snowed in and the chopper that was supposed to deliver our 
fresh rations had used up its monthly hours, we lived on rabbits for several days, thanks to 
my trusty .22. If ever the road? was passible, we would head down to the pub at Ryleston. 

At one stage we discovered that one of our most loved and trusted Section Commanders 
George Abbott; was missing. Couple of days later we discovered him working behind the bar 
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at the pub, said he preferred it there rather that freezing his arse off up in the mountains. 
The Corporals and diggers we were running the work as our Troop Officer and Sergeants  
were happily keeping warm back at Sqn HQ.  
 
The next highlight I remember was the Basic Para Course at RAAF base Richmond. The 
powers that be decided that one troop of the Squadron should be Para. There was a rush of 
volunteers, about 20 were selected for the first course, me included. There were some 
terrifying moments, as anyone who has jumped would know, but because you are 
surrounded by good mates, you push on. Clearly remember our first jump, lined up along 
the isle of the DC3, hooked up ready to go out the door, I was behind Sandy Saunders, I 
could see Sandys knees actually knocking together. I  thought, probably mine are, 
too.....LOL. But a proud moment on our final parade being presented with our wings, no 

dropouts, all passed. 
 

Shortly afterwards we learned that a Field Squadron was going to be deployed to North 
Borneo in support of Malaysia against Indonesia. A road was going to be built through virgin 
jungle to help the local people. Should really have been a Construction Squadron job, but 
the country was considered too dangerous for those sissies...LOL. 1 Sqn with our para troop 
was the immediate reaction sqn, so 7 Fd. from Brisbane went first, for 6 months, to be 
followed by us.  
 
The deployment was a great experience for the Squadron, for apart from the few blokes 
who had been to Malaya, it was our first time overseas. The FE's with one dozer lead the 
way, felling mighty trees with our Solo chainsaws that were too big for the dozer, and laying 
Armco culverts in all the creeks we were crossing. I was section 2IC and was for the last 2 
months of the deployment, with a half section, given charge of the camp water point with 
the AB3 water trailer. Great experience, with the creek constantly flooding in the wet 

season, and the canvas delivery hoses invariably blowing due to old age. 
 

All in all, it was a great time, the canteen was a place for drunken singing every night, where 
most of us converted from Australian cans to Singapore Tiger, great beer. We were going to 

be replaced with a Construction Squadron, and as our time drew to a close, we were still up 
in the air as to who was going to fly us home, none of the airlines wanted to fly over 
Indonesian territory, I was particularly anxious as I had only been married 3 weeks before 
we left. Reg. Ansett eventually got the job, via Guam and Port Moresby to Sydney in the 
middle of winter....geez, was it cold after the tropics, LOL. 
 
 Vietnam was now warming up, and word was out for volunteers for a field troop to go with 
the battalion. Being separated from my new wife for the last 6 months meant I was not 
going, so asked and got a staff posting to Corps Training Squadron at the School. Was now 

wearing two stripes, had married quarters at Anzac Village, baby on the way, and was pretty 
content with life. With all the National Service men (Nashos) now coming in, instructing was 

pretty full on, each troop had an officer, Sergeants and 3 Corporals, and we taught every 
basic FE subject. With my practical experience I found instructing a breeze, not so easy for 

some Corporals who had been hastily promoted to fill the positions. So, stuck around in this 
posting for about 3 years, got my 3rd stripe, end was transferred over to NBC wing, good fun, 

like putting the YO's course through the gas chamber, LOL. 
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Thought it was about time for a Vietnam posting, put my name into the Orderly Room, next 
day I got told, " get your ass up to JTC Canungra, boyo, we are dead short of Sergeants over 
there, you'll be in the funny country in 5 weeks" This all proved only too true, 5 days pre 
deployment leave, next thing I know, I'm landing at Ton Sui Nuit airport, Saigon, early 
January 1969. OK, posted to 1 tp. 1 Fd. Sqn at Nui Dat. Was in camp long enough to drop my 
gear off, and out to FSB Julia.  
 
We had one section out there and the Squadron OC, Major Morphett, who told me he was 
hiding out there to avoid all the paperwork back at HQ. The Section was commanded by 
Corporal Max Goddard, finest junior NCO I ever had the luck to work with, taught me heaps 
about my job, and how to basically stay alive.  
 

Back in the Dat after about a month to meet the rest of the troop. Brian (Bourra) Lamb was 
the troop Staff Sargent. While I was out at Julia,(thank God), Bourra got a bit heavy handed 

with the boys, and while he was in the Mess one night, his bed mysteriously exploded. I'm 
led to believe he calmed down somewhat after that....LOL.....but a really good bloke was 
Bourra. 
 
Around this time our splinter teams out with the grunts had been finding heaps of tunnels 
and bunkers, so all had to be searched and destroyed, or otherwise made unusable for a big 
complex we would deploy a full combat team (section minus) We blew bunkers with C4, but 
for tunnels we placed bags of CS crystals along its length, laid C4 demolition charges at the 
entrances and, and connected it all to a det cord ring main. Tunnel search could be a hairy 
business; prodder and pistol to hand, and a torch on your hat, you never knew what you 
were going to meet round a corner, or down steps to a lower level. We would turn up plenty 
of documents and weapons, but thankfully I never encountered any Charlies down there. I 
always liked to see plenty of (harmless) spiders and cobwebs, meaning no one had used it 

for a while. 
 

Had many terrible mine incidents in 1 troop '69. On horrific one was when we were 
operating from FSB Thrust, clearing mines with mini teams, one of which was clearing 

around the Din Co monastery, virtually within visual range of where I was standing in Troop 
HQ within the FSB. The number one was a very experienced sapper whom I had 
recommended for promotion, his No. 2 had only been in country for a week, posted in as a 
driver, had not been through in country refresher training, but we were desperate at that 
time for boots on the ground. Report from the APC following them they had both been 
killed, obviously by an M16 mine that one of them had detonated. Could never come to 
grips with the incident. It appeared my experienced no.1 was prodding behind the lad using 
the detector. Who actually detonated the mine will never be known. It was a horrible scene 
when I got out there. The Squadron had never had two KIA together before. Sad time. 

 
In August of '69, 1Troop got involved in the battle of Bin Ba. We were deploying mini teams 

(2 sappers with mine detector) on the tracks with 3 Cav. when heard the grunts had got into 
a firefight at the village if Bin Ba, a few kilometres north of the Dat. Couldn't miss out on 

this, being not far away, got there, and it was really on. Track crew commander started 
blasting away with his .50 Cal Browning. I said "how about a go, Corporal", he said "piss off, 

I've never fired at real targets before". Next day we were sent in to clear up any booby 
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traps. Not pretty. The turret heads had really done a demolition job with their big guns. 
Hoped never to see anything like that ever again.   
  
Time rolled around, and I was due to fly out in 6 days. My reo, Bob Pfiffer (?) had arrived 
and was out on ops together with the  whole of 1 troop, I even deployed the troop clerk, 
idle little bugger. I was relaxing on my bunk in Troop HQ, phone rang, thought "better see 
who it is". Sqn 2IC. "Staff Ryan, grunts have chased some Charlies out of a bunker complex 
in the Bin Ba rubber plantation, send out a splinter team loaded with C4 to fix 'em up". Me " 
Sir, I'm here on my lonesome, nobody in sight"...2IC sighs, " OK Sir, I'm officially supposed to 
be switched off, but if you can find me a digger, I'll go out myself"( Why did I answer that 
bloody phone!!). So he sent me a frightened dig from the orderly room, we loaded up and 3 
APC's arrived to take us out ( not sure why we needed 3, but those black berets like to feel 

secure...LOL).  
 

About a half hour trip out, found the bunkers, blew in the walls, destroyed the log OHP, job 
done in about 1 and 1/2 hours. OK, home. Boarded the second of the tracks, would have 
preferred to ride on the first, but Standing Orders stipulated if more than one track, ride on 
second. I liked to look at the road ahead, but at speed you couldn’t really see anything nasty 
anyway. First mistake by the Cav Commander was to travel back over the same bullock cart 
track we went out on.  
 
Crossed a small dry creek, first APC through OK. We, second, just climbing the far bank, the 
driver must have slewed the vehicle slightly, because the buried charge exploded under the 
rear of the left-hand track. My number 2 was sitting down inside, I was sitting on the open 
hatch lid facing forward, wearing a flak jacket, and sitting on another one. The crew comd. 
was standing in his hatch, and the driver sitting just high enough to see. The whole back of 
the vehicle had been blasted off ( as I was told much later), it flipped completely over, 

throwing me and the crew Commander clear, my lad sitting inside miraculously survived, 
with a few minor injuries, as did the crew commander. The driver, no such luck, poor kid, he 

was crushed in his hatch when the vehicle flipped. Was a reservist from the Hunter River 
Lancers on full time duty. Strange the things that get fixed in your mind.  

 
I was launched off the APC (hooray for the flak jackets), and flying through the air, I can 
remember looking at a box of .50 Cal ammo that I could have reached out and touched. 
Anyway, the flight was OK, it was the landing I had a lot of trouble with. Must have 
instinctively stretched out by arms for the landing, which proved the wrong thing to do. 
Couldn't have been thinking straight..LOL. So, having busted up both elbows, bleeding 
plenty from small shrapnel wounds, crushed vertebrae from the launch off the APC, I was in 
a somewhat weakened condition, but still in shock and not feeling a lot of pain. I recall the 
APC troop Sargent  bending over me, putting a flak jacket under my head, but rightly 

refusing to give me a drink of water. Nice bloke, he asked me how I was feeling, I said " I 
have felt better", but I was cheered up by the incoming sound of s chopper. I thought, 

"hooray, here's the medivac", but no, it was a battalion CO in his personal transport come in 
for a look.  

 
Shortly after, the medevac bird did turn up, loaded, gave me a shot that worked pretty quick 

as I have no memory of the flight to 1 Aust Fd. hospital of Vung Tau. Came to in the 
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operating theatre with a couple of surgeons and the Catholic padre, whom I knew quite 
well, standing nearby. I remember saying "Geez Father, am I that bad?". Nothing like adding 
a bit of humour to the situation. Next woke up in the intensive care ward with both arms in 
plaster, felt like I was in fairyland, pumped full of painkillers of course Spent a week or so in 
intensive care, full of tubes going in and out. Remember waking up and seeing someone in 
the second bed. Asked nurse when she came in with the feelgood needle, she said " He's a 
Charlie, badly wounded". I thought, "Geez, I hope he's too crook to attack me, cos I sure 
can't move".  
 
Finally moved out to the main ward couple of weeks before Christmas, great food going 
around on Christmas day, but remember was not the slightest bit hungry. Few days later 
they decided I was fit enough to handle the flight home on the medivac Hercules bird. She 

was not pressurised but were looked after so well by the RAAF nurses. Overnight at 
Butterworth RAAF base in Malaya, next day home sweet home at Richmond RAAF base, and 

on then to Concord repat hospital. Great to see wife and 3 small kids, one born while I was 
overseas. Some weeks later the plaster came off the arms, lot of pain now, as they were 
weaning me off the drugs. No more floating on the clouds, can understand how easily you 
could get hooked. Transferred to the military hospital at Ingleburn for a couple of weeks, 
and then convalescent leave. Took the complementary trip to the Gold Coast with family, 
sponsored by the Qld RSL. Great week. 
 
Feeling fit enough to get back to soldiering, medics doubtful, but talked them into it, but no 
Field Squadron posting, had been medically downgraded from FE to CZE, so posted to 
Bridging Wing at the School. Not there all that long, when Captain George Hulse, who I knew 
as the Troop. Comd of plant troop in Vietnam, recruited me as his 2IC in the Mine Dog Wing 
he was raising at the School. This was a great posting, and we had some real successes with 
the dogs. Two years there and then a posting on promotion to WO2 to cadre staff with the 

Supplementary Reserve Regt. at Haberfield. Good blokes here, didn't take their soldiering 
too seriously, annual camps at Nelson Bay were a real riot.  

 
Two years later, back to the School, (bugger), this time to Development and Publications 

Wing, write the new series of pams. Must have found out I always got credits in English at 
college. So, I can lay claim to writing the pam Basic Field Engineering. Would be interesting 
to know if it was still current. Had my fill of sitting behind a desk, had just been promoted to 
WO1. Postings people arrived from Canberra for posting interviews. Gave me two choices, 
commission as an Admin and Tech officer, or SSM of a Const. Sqn. Knew the SSM's posting 
at 21 Const. Puckapunyal was on, so did not hesitate, grabbed it with both hands, LOL 
 
I consider this posting the very best in my 26-year career. I was finally back with troops. Had 
a great OC, who insisted I be at his side wherever he went. After 3/4 months I could name 

all 166 members of the Sqn. We had construction tasks in Hobart, Townsville Vanuatu, and 
many others, and we had great cricket and football teams.  

 
Sadly, two years in, my wife, age 44, died suddenly, leaving me with two young teenagers 

and a 6-year-old. I battled on for another year, with wonderful friends around me, but it just 
got too hard. Asked for a posting home to SA where I could get a bit of assistance living with 
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dad at Virginia, and the Corps evidently thought enough of me to grant it. So I wound up 
running A/res recruiting at Keswick. A worthwhile job, but a bit tame after the Squadron.  
 
Shortly after I had met a young widow at Virginia, she had 3 young kids, and was struggling 
with a market garden property, dad still had 120 acres of the farm, so we decided to team 
up. Good decision now had dad and 6 kids between us...LOL. 
 
Thirty odd yrs. have now passed since we sold the properties and moved to the  beautiful 
Barossa Valley. As I now look back on a 26 year military career, there are some magic times 
and some sad ones. The eight boys killed in action from my 1 Troop on my watch in 1969 
will haunt me for the rest of my days. I tell myself I was only doing my job in deploying 
them, and I type this now trying to hold back the tears, but it will be with me to the very 

end. 

John Karam’s reunion dinners  

John continues to organise reunion dinners at the Elephant and Castle. Great company with 

entertaining stories making for memorable and fun nights. . 

 

 

Taken on two dinners with familiar faces, including some we have not seen for a while 

Invitation to Reunion Dinner / Slide Evening - Wednesday 17th August 2022 - RSVP 1700hrs 12th 

August 2022 

The next dinner is  at the Elephant and Castle ( 179 West Terrace Adelaide ) with a twist!! Robert 

Nitschke has kindly offered to do a Slide Presentation of Vietnam through his Eyes, for about 30 

minutes on the Evening in the Board Room Upstairs at the Hotel. We meet at 18.30hrs, have dinner 

downstairs, and after proceed upstairs for the Slideshow. Wednesday is Hump Day / Rump Day 

where a 300gm Premium Rump Steak with Chips is $14.50 - Great Value! 

As the Hotel is graciously allowing us to use the Boardroom for no charge,  I do need confirmed 

numbers by RSVP Friday the 12th August at 17.00 hours. 

Send replies to John Karam 0418823680 We encourage you to come along  and enjoy the 

camaraderie. All welcome. 

Thanks John for coordinating these dinners. Great work! 
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Facebook 

Our Facebook group is progressing very well. This is a group that was designed to act as a 

source of information to members of the association. Our secretary Trevor Rainey is a 

member of a number of RAE pages/groups including some brigades and all the Combat 

Engineer Regiments as well as SME and even some British Royal Engineers groups (they are 

very informative and show how they continue in areas that Australia doesn’t. i.e. the Royal 

Engineers still have a Railway Squadron). 

The Facebook address is RAEASSOCIATION (SA DIVISION).  

Waterloo dinner 

This year’s Waterloo Dinner was held on 1 July 2022 at the Naval, Military and Air Force Club 

with some 40 attendees including 2 grand daughters of Stan Watson.  

The Dinner is hosted by the Corps Committee under the Colonel Commandant, Colonel John 

Olson (rtd) with the night organised by the OC Major Martin Stawski the 2IC Lieutenant 
Mathew Zovi and other members of 3 Field Squadron. 

The Colonel Commandant delivered the Head of Corps Waterloo address and Association 

Committee member Robert Nitschke presented a detailed slide show with commentary on 

his time in Vietnam.  

A  fantastic night, well organised with great fellowship with a few tall tales.  

  

 
Pictures of the dinner and some wise and highly respected members of the Corps, MAJ John Scales, COL Evan 

Allanson and MAJ Nick Meredith all gracefully retired. 

Annual awards and BBQ Warradale Barracks 

Last year the Association members cooked a BBQ at the annual awards night for serving 

members of the 3rd Field Squadron. 

It was a great night with good fellowship and interaction between the old and bolds and the 

younger Sappers. The Association traditionally supports the award for all round good Sapper 

and pays for a Leatherman knife/tool which is presented on the night. Volunteers from the 

Association also cooked a BBQ for the Squadron which was well received. 
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Various pictures of the Sqn presentations of awards, farewells and line up for the BBQ 
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Adelaide Military Museum Lunches  

Nick Meredith who is a volunteer at the Army Museum of South Australia located at 

Keswick, arranged for a table at the annual lunch. There were 10 engineers who attended 

with the 3 keynote speakers providing an insight of their military service in Vietnam. 

Great lunches keep an eye out for the function next year as they are well worth attending . 

Adelaide Railway Station Memorial 

The Adelaide Railway Station is an iconic building. In the main thoroughfare there are 

honour boards naming all the Railway Employees who served in WW1 an WW2. A recent 

addition is the below framed acknowledgement of 3 members of South Australian Railways. 

Including COL Stan Watson CBE DSO MC  

 

Coming up 

Roger Bland is looking to organise a trip to the Museum at SME, more to follow. 

The Squadron Sappers have suggested a social bowls night probably at Marion RSL. This will 

be a wonderful opportunity for old and bolds to mix with serving members. More to follow. 

It is planned that the next AGM, Memorial Service and Sappers Day lunch will be on of 2 

April 2023. This is yet to be confirmed. 

The Squadron annual awards night will likely be late November 2022 to be confirmed.                                                                            

UBIQUE!  

Ken Daly 

President 
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